Week 6

Working from home Menu - Notes

11.5.20

Hello Class 1,
Maths –This week we will move on from repeated addition to using the ‘x multiplication’
mathematical sign in our ‘using numbers’ task. Complete the worksheets ‘Number Shape
Multiplication’ (again if you don’t have a printer don’t worry! Just write the calculations in
your home school book).
Use ‘Timestable Rockstars’ website to practice your times tables with speed!
Volume and Capacity – Watch again BBC bitesize, Key Stage 1 Maths - ‘What is capacity’
Then complete the worksheet ‘Everyday objects capacity activity’
Please remember to complete the daily mental maths short sessions as these are really
important for maths and number confidence.

English and Geography work
This week we are going to be finding out where the food in our kitchen cupboards comes
from … where does it grow? How does it get to the shops?
Watch this ‘You Tube’ video of ‘James’ reading one of my favourite books.

Tuesday Story time with James: The World Came to My House Today Jo Readman and Ley Honor Roberts
Then look at the food in your kitchen cupboards – it should tell you on the label where the
food was made or grown.
Using the blank world map draw your food on the country where it came from. If you have
an atlas or globe at home get it out now - it will help you! How many different countries has
your food come from? Has any of your food come from the UK? Or the local area? Or from
your own garden?
Write a short report about what you have found out. Which food had to come from a long
way? And which food came from close by? When you have eaten to food ask your grown up
if you can stick the food label in your home-school book.

Science – Why are bees important for our plants and food?
Go to BBC Bitesize website and look for Key Stage 2 Science Plants. (I know these are in the
Key Stage 2 section of the website but the videos, quiz and class clips are appropriate for
this week’s work and are not too detailed, they will be fine for us!)

Watch the video – ‘Why are bees attracted to flowers?’ and answer the quiz.
Watch some of the class clips too! They are very short videos – you may want to watch
them over and over again – I did! There are lots of great class clips to watch but especially
look at these –
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Explanation – growing seeds.
Healthy plant growth.
How does fruit grow?
What plants give us.
Why are butterflies and bees attracted to plants?

Don’t forget to check on your seeds - How are they doing? Have any started to grow yet?
Here are a few photographs of what is happening in my garden -

My ‘Rocket’ seeds are doing well and the ‘Raspberry’ plant has flower buds on – I love
picking fresh raspberries from the bush in the summer! but the poor tomato plants needed
to come inside today as the wind was blowing them over!

DT Cooking– (If you can!) Choose a recipe or make a salad/ fruit salad etc… look at all the
ingredients? Where in the world did they come from?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Write a list of all your ingredients.
Write a list of the instructions on how to make your recipe or salad.
Draw a picture or take a photo of your cooking.
Enjoy eating your food!

French – To fit in with this week’s ‘food’ topic why not learn some French words for foods?
Maybe (if the weather is nice) have a French picnic in your garden.

Keeping in touch
Please remember you can send me pictures of your lovely work on our Class 1 email. Please
make sure that it is the Class 1 email otherwise it may not reach me.

class1info@cropwellbishop.notts.sch.uk

I hope you have fun with these activities this week. Stay safe and keep well.

Mrs Bulmer

